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ABSTRACT

.Recovery of the auditory brainstem response (ABR)
from prior stimulation was investigated using a paired
Stimulus paradigm-

ABR's were recorded twice from each of

ten young adult subjects to alternating sets of a single
click and a pair of clicks.

A derived response to the

second Click of the pair was obtained and compared to the
single click response in terms of latency and amplitude.
The interval between the first and second clicks of the pair
(ISI) was varied from 2 to 16 msec.
both monotically and dichotically.

Stimuli were presented
Results of the study

indicated that response latency decreased as ISI increased
following prior ipsilateral stimulation for Waves I, III,
and V.

Recovery was complete by 12 msec.

Latency shifts

were noted for Wave I and between.Waves I and III, but not
between Waves III and V.

Prior stimulation of the contra

lateral ear did not affect the latency of any of the response
components.

Response amplitude was highly variable, but

mean amplitude values for the group suggested a possible
trend of amplitude enhancement for both monotic and dichotic
conditions.

Use of a paired stimulus paradigm may be useful

in assessment of neuro-otologic function.

vi

INTRODUCTION

Electroencephalic potentials can be detected easily
from the human scalp, and with computer-assisted averaging
techniques, a series of five to seven consistent voltage
fluctuations can be recorded in the first 10 milliseconds
(msec) following the presentation of a transient acoustic
stimulus.

These short-latency evoked potentials are con-

side red to be volume-conducted electrical events generated
by various structures in the brainstem (Jewett, 1970;
Jewett and Williston, 1971; Picton et al., 1974).

The

auditory brainstem response (ABR) has been proposed as an
objective indicator of hearing sensitivity.

As such, the

ABR is considered to be useful for assessment of infants and
other difficult-to-test patients.

The ABR also offers a

noninvasive technique for .studying the function of certain
portions of the auditory system.
A typical ABR is illustrated in Figure 1.

The re

sponse components are positive when recorded differentially
with the active electrode at the vertex.

They are labelled

with Roman numerals I to VII, according to the convention
suggested by Jewett and Williston (1971).

While other

authors have used different nomenclature to label similar
response configurations (Pratt and Sohmer, 1976; Thornton
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Example of an Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR)
— The example illustrated is the mean response
to 1000 replications of a click stimulus
presented at a rate of 10/second and at an
intensity of 60 dB nHL. Response components are
identified with Roman numerals according to the
convention of Jewett and Williston (1971).
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and Coleman, 1975), the Jewett and Williston system will be
used in this thesis when referring to ABB. components,
Certain authors (Lev and Sohmer, 19 72) suggest the
ABB represents the successive activation of the brainstem
auditory nuclei.

They believe Wave I originates in the

auditory nerve, Wave II in the cochlear nucleus, Waye III in
the superior olivary complex, and Waves IV and V in the
inferior colliculus.

Lev and Sohmer (1972) base this

premise on a comparison of the latencies of surface recorded
potentials in humans and cats with the latencies of poten
tials recorded intracranially from the auditory nuclei in
cats.
Acho.r (.1976) , recording intracranially in cats,
mapped isopotential regions for each of nine planes at
latencies corresponding to peaks in surface recordings.
concluded that Waves II,
more .regions.

He

IV, and V are generated by two or

He proposed that Wave II originates in the

ipsilateral cochlear nucleus and contralateral superior
Olivary complex; Wave IV in the contralateral superior
olivary complex and bilateral inferior colliculi; and Wave '
V in the bilateral inferior colliculi.

He cited the contra

lateral superior olivary complex or lateral lemniscus as
possible sources of Wave III.
Other investigations regarding the source of the
ABB have involved examination of the effects of discrete
lesions on the characteristics of the response.

For

example, Buchwald and Huang (1975) created lesions at
various levels of the auditory brainstem in cats.

They'dis

covered that intact inferior colliculi are necessary for the
production of Wave V.

Structures rostral to the cochlear

nucleus are necessary for the production of Waves III and
IV, and the cochlear nuclei are necessary for the development
of Wave II.

Sagittal sectioning of the brainstem suggested

that all of Wave III and most of Wave V are dependent upon
crossed fibers.

Half of the amplitude of Wave IV was

attributed to crossed fibers by Buchwald and Huang.
Studies of the ABR in humans with known neurological
abnormalities (Starr and Hamilton, 1975; Stockard and
Rossiter, 1977) are consistent with the findings of animal
studies.

The human data indicate that the integrity of the

inferior colliculi is essential for the development of Waves
IV and V, and that the integrity of the trapezoid body and
superior olivary complex is essential for detection of Waves
II and III.
Absolute latency and interwave intervals have been
considered to represent the travel time of neural excita
tion through the auditory system.

Wave I (the auditory

nerve action potential) latency would necessarily reflect
peripheral or cochlear travel time, while latency between
each, of the later components would reflect travel time
within the brainstem (Jewett and Williston, 1971) .
concept has contributed to the belief that each wave

This

represents activity of successive nuclei of the brainstem.
However, it is possible that travel time might represent the
firing of first, second, and third order neurons rather than
the firing of neurons within separate nuclei.

There is

empirical support for the concept that interwave intervals
reflect some type of central conduction process.

Stockard

and Rossiter (1977) and Robinson and Rudge (1975) observed
increased interwave intervals in patients with demyelinating
diseases. . .
It has been suggested that interpretation of the ABR
as reflecting the successive activation of the brainstem
nuclei is too simplistic.

Jewett and Willi"ston (1971)

argued that the vertex recorded potentials reflect ■ composites of multiple generators in algebraic summation.
As each auditory structure in the brainstem has an extended
sequence of electrical activity following stimulation, it is
r ease liable to assume that potentials from different struc
tures are interacting (Achor, 1976).
Picton et al. (1974) cite a lack of temporal co
incidence between vertex-mastoid and mastoid-mastoid recorded
components as evidence of the effects of electrode placement
on the waveform of far field recordings.

Using a variety of

differential and referential electrode arrangements, Picton
et :al, determined that Waves II and III have significant
horizontal components which are negative ipsilateral to and
positive contralateral to the stimulus. They suggested that

■these waves might be generated primarily in the cochlear
nucleus and superior olivary complex, and that Waves IV and
V might be generated primarily in the region of the lateral
lemniscus or inferior colliculus. The appearance of Wave II
as a horizontal dipole is consistent with Achor's (19 76)
suggestion that this component arises from the ipsilateral
cochlear nucleus and contralateral superior olivary complex.
The far field techniques used to record the ABR in humans
apparently detect the net effect of all co-occurring
potentials, where intracranial near field recordings would
not.
In summary, the specific generators of the ABR are
unknown.

It is likely that the response components reflect

the activity of one or more regions of the brainstem rather
than the activity of individual nuclei.

Crossed fibers

apparently play a significant role in generation of the
vertex recorded response.
Effects of Stimulus Parameters
As stated previously, the ABR consists of five to
seven individual components which appear within the first
10 msec following stimulus onset.

The ABR latency, wave

form, amplitude, and threshold are influenced by the charac
teristics of the eliciting stimulus.

Consideration of the

stimulus-dependent properties of the ABR is helpful to the
process of deducing the probable origin of the individual

response components, and the major findings reported thus
far are reviewed in the sections which follow.
Frequency Specificity
A very abrupt stimulus onset is required to elicit
a clear, multiple wave ABR.

For this reason, acoustic

clicks frequently have been used as stimuli.

In this re

quirement lies the primary disadvantage of analysis of the
ABR for audiometric purposes.

Hearing sensitivity cannot

be assessed in a frequency-specific manner.

The response

originates from stimulation concentrated among primary
auditory neurons in the 2000 to 4000 Hz region of the
cochlea.
Hecox (19 74) studied the effect of filtered con
tinuous noise maskers on the click evoked response.

With

the high frequency cutoff fixed at 20,000 Hz and the low
frequency cutoff extended from 16,000 to 0 Hz, Wave V
amplitude decreased and latency increased.

The response was

abolished when the low frequency cutoff reached 200 Hz.
With the low frequency cutoff fixed at 0 Hz and the high
frequency cutoff extended from 500 to 20,000 Hz, no changes
were observed in Wave V until the high frequency cutoff
reached 4000 Hz.

The response was abolished when the cutoff

was between 8000 and 16,000 Hz.

Hecox concluded that the

click evoked response is generated by high- and

mid-frequency fibers, with very little contribution from
low frequency fibers.
Don and Eggermont (1978). evaluated the contribution
of various portions of the basilar membrane to the ABR by
presenting a click in the presence of high pass filtered
noise.

Responses were derived for sections of the cochlear

partition corresponding to half-octave extensions of the
noise bandwidth.

Wave V could be observed for bands with

center frequencies (CFs) as low as 400 Hz; and Waves I and
III as low as 1800 Hz.
decreasing CF..

Latency of all waves increased with

The latency shift was equal for all waves,

and was attributed to travel time along the cochlear parti
tion.

An interesting finding of this study was that Wave V

amplitude increased for CFs below 2000 Hz, in contrast to
the amplitude of Waves I and III.

The authors proposed that

the representation of the cochlear partition by the later
waves is different than that associated with the earlier
waves.

The preservation of the Wave V amplitude suggests

that its generator(s) may be somewhat insensitive to changes '
in the locus of cochlear initiation of the ABR.
Binaural Stimulation
Starr and Achor (1978) recorded the ABR to monaural
and binaural stimulation.

Although the binaural response

amplitude was somewhat greater than the monaural response,
they concluded that this difference was not substantial.

No

latency differences were noted between monaural and
binaural conditions.

Huang and Buchwald'(1978) compared the

binaural response in the cat to the sum of the responses to
monaural stimulation of each ear separately,' They found the
binaural and monaural summed responses to be equal for
Waves I to IIIZ indicating no binaural interaction for these
waves.

The amplitude of Wave IV in the binaural condition

was 23 ±. 6% less than the monaural sum, suggesting some
interaction between ears for this component.

Don, Allen,

and Starr (1977) found no evidence of binaural interaction
when examining adaptation effects of the ABR.
Intensity
Response latency decreases as stimulus intensity
increases.

Hecox and Galambos (1974) reported that Wave V

latency decreased from 8.5 to 6.0 msec as intensity in
creased from 10 to 60 dB HL.
low sensation levels.

Latency was more variable at

Pratt and Sdhmer (1976) observed

latency changes of 2 msec over a 70 dB intensity range,
equal for all waves.
Response amplitude increases with stimulus intensity.
Various authors disagree as' to the exact relationshipbetween response amplitude and stimulus intensity.

Pratt and

SOhmer (1976) reported that Wave I amplitude increases were
..proportional to stimulus intensity and that the amplitude
of the later waves saturated in the mid-intensity range and

'

then decreased.
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Starr and Achor (1978) described Wave I

amplitude as increasing gradually up to 55 dB SL, then in
creasing rapidly.

Wave V amplitude was described by Starr

and Achor as increasing linearly with increases in intensity.
Wolfe, Skinner, and Burns (1978) also reported a linear
relationship between Wave V amplitude and stimulus intensity.
The input-output functions of Terkildson, Osterhammel, and
Huis in't Veld (1973) exhibit shallow slope (L) portions in
the low intensity range and steeper (H) portionsin the high
intensity range.

The point of transition from L to H

portions is not the same for all waves.
These studies differ from each other in certain
respects.

Tone pips rather than clicks were used by

Terkildson et al. (1973).

The high-frequency cutoff of the

response filters used by Starr and Achor (1978) and by Wolfe
et al.

(.1978) were significantly more restricted than in the

other studies.

Such procedural differences can affect

response latency and amplitude (Suzuki, 1976) and might
account for the lack of agreement in their results.
Rate
Response amplitude decreases and latency increases
as stimulus repetition rate is increased.

Salamy et al.

(19 78) reported that both amplitude and latency approach
their asymptotic values at stimulus rates of 50 to 80 per
second, regardless of subject age.' However, Don et al.
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(19 77) described a linear relationship between latency and
rates of 10 to 100 per second.

Rate effects appear to be

independent of stimulus intensity (Don et al., 1977).
Hyde, Stephens, and Thornton (1976) observed ampli
tude reduction and latency increase for Waves I to III with
rates above 12 per second and for Waves IV and V with rates
above 30 per second.

Amplitude reduction is greatest for

Wave I and least for Wave V, according to Picton et al.
(1974)

Latency prolongation is greater for each successive

wave (Salamy et al., 1978; Hyde et al., 1976; Pratt and
Sohmer, 1976).
Duration
A very abrupt stimulus onset is required to achieve
the synchrony of neural activity necessary to produce a
response detectable by surface electrodes.

Stimulus dura

tion does not affect the response except by interacting with
stimulus off time (Hecox, Squires, and Galambos, 1976).
Huang and Buchwald (1978) reported response amplitude reduc
tion in cats with stimulus durations greater than 50 msec.
Their results can be attributed to changes in stimulusooff
time which accompanied duration manipulation with a constant
presentation rate.
Hecox et al.

(1976) observed Wave V latency in

creases of 1.3 msec as stimulus rise time varied from 0 to
10 msec.

Response amplitude was not affected by rise time.
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Manipulation of fall time did not affect the response.
Cobb, Skinner, and Burns (19 7 8) .varied the rise time of a
1000 Hz tone pip from 10 p.sec to 5 msec.

Latency increased

and amplitude decreased as rise time increased.

No re

sponses were observed with a rise time of 5 msec.

Rise time

interacted with intensity such that a shorter rise time was
required at low sensation levels to produce an observable
response.
Central Versus Peripheral
Stimulus Effects
A.comparison of Wave I latency with the interwave
intervals may be used to determine whether stimulus-related
effects occur at a peripheral or a central level.

Wave I

latency serves as an'.indicator of peripheral mechanisms,
while interwave intervals manifest changes in activity along
the brainstem neuraxis.

Stimulus intensity effects seem to

have a. periph.er.a1 origin, with all response components
showing equivalent latency changes (Jewett and Romano, 1972;
Huang and Buchwald, 1978; Pratt and Sohmer, 19 76) .
Huang and Buchwald (1978) interpreted rate effects
in cats to occur at a peripheral level.

Don et a l . (1977)

proposed that a lack of binaural interaction for high
stimulus rates would argue for an exclusively peripheral
mechanism.

However, they measured Wave V latency only, so

the time interval between Waves :i and V was not determined.
Stimulus rate changes yield progressive latency- changes for
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each successive wave according to Hyde et al. (1976) and
Pratt and Sohmer (1976) .

This would suggest thatinter

stimulus interval affects the ABR at both a peripheral and
a central level.

This suggestion has prompted the present

investigation, for it would seem that the careful manipula
tion of interstimulus interval independently of other
stimulus characteristics would provide a basis for gaining
additional insights into the probable origin of the response
components.
Recovery of the Auditory
Brainstem Response
Sensory systems require a finite period of time fol
lowing an initial stimulus to fully recover their responsive
ness to subsequent stimuli.

If a second stimulus is de

livered during this recovery period, the system's response
is altered.

This phenomenon has been termed adaptation,

and is seen in the effects of rapid stimulus rate on the
amplitude and latency of the ABR (Don et al., 1977).
Don et al. (1977) presented trains of 20 clicks at
a rate of 100 per second, and recorded the responses to
individual clicks within the train (clicks #1, 2, 4, 5,
8, 10, and 20).

6 ,

Wave V latency increased with click number,

reaching an asymptotic value by the fourth or fifth click.
The. asymptotic latency value was equivalent to the latency
measured for a stimulus repetition rate of 100 per second.
The Don et al. (1977) results suggest that adaptation to

repeated stimulation at a rate of 100 per second is a rapid
process , complete by the fourth or fifth stimulus.

At a

rate of 10 per second, no latency shifts were observed be
tween the first and twentieth clicks.

This finding indicates

that an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 100 msec is suffi
cient for recovery of response .latency.
Most authors (Thornton and Coleman, 1975; Hyde et
ai., 1976; Don et al., 1977; Salamy et al., 1978; Harkins,
MtiEvOy, and Scott, 1979) who have investigated the adapta
tion and recovery characteristics of the ABR have done so by
manipulating the presentation' rate of repetitive stimuli.
This method fails to account for interference from middle
latency responses and from postauricul'ar muscle artifact
(Kevanishvili and Lagidze, 1979).

In addition, response

components become obscure at stimulus rates above 100 per
second (Harkins et al., 1979) .
A paired click paradigm such as that described by
Rosenzweig and Rosenblith (1953) may be used to study re
covery of the ABR from prior stimulation by a single click.
A subtraction procedure is used to separate the response to
a second stimulus from the response to an initial stimulus,
and from muscle artifact.

Kevanishvili and Lagidze (1979)

measured ABR amplitude and latency for click pairs presented
at 5 and 10 msec ISI1s using this procedure.

Their results

indicated that partial recovery has occurred by 10 msec.
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Investigation of the recovery of the ABR offers a
means of introduction of reversible changes in both the
peripheral and central processing of auditory stimuli.

The

,computer-assisted subtraction technique employed by
Kevanishvili and.-Lagidze offers a means of examining the
effects of very small interstimulus intervals in order to
clearly separate peripheral and central contributions to ABR
alteration.

Hence, the present study was developed to

extend the work of Kevanishvili and Lagidze by exploring a
greater number of intervals and adding dichotic stimulus
conditions.
Purpose
The purpose of this investigation was to study re
covery of the ABR from prior stimulation by a single click.
Specific objectives were:
recovery is complete,

(1) to determine at what ISI

(2) to determine whether recovery pro-

cesses are similar for all response components, and (3) to
determine if the ABR is affected by prior contralateral
stimulation.
The recovery of the ABR was assessed by measurement
of response latency and amplitude of Waves I, III, and V in
order to separate peripheral (Wave I) from central monotic
and dichotic (Wave I H and V) effects.

METHODS

Ten young adult subjects, ranging in age from 23 to
27 years, participated in the study.

The experimental

protocol was performed twice for each subject.

All had pure

tone audiometric thresholds better than 15 dB HL across the
frequency range o f •250 to 8000 Hz.

Each subject reclined in

a standard ‘
s ingle -wall sound-treated booth, and was en
couraged to lie as still as possible.

Click stimuli (100

p,sec pulses) produced by a Data General Nova 3 minicomputer
were controlled for sound pressure level and routed monotle
al ly or dichotically using a Grason-Stadler 162 Speech
Audiometer.

They were presented through standard TDH-39 .

earphones with MX41-AR cushions at 60 dB NHL.
A single click and a pair of clicks were presented
alternately.
clicks
msec).

The interval between the first and second

in the pair (LSI) was varied (2, 4, 8, 12, and 16
The interval between a single click and the subse

quent click pair was 200 msec.

The interval between the

second member of a click pair and the following single click
was variable from 198 to 184 msec, depending on the ISI.
Stimuli were presented monotically with all clicks delivered
to the right ear; and dichotically, with the single click
and the first click of the pair delivered to the left ear,
and the second click of each pair delivered to the right ear.
16
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Auditory brainstem responses were recorded between
the hairline (active electrode) and the right mastoid
(reference electrode) using metal cup electrodes.

The .

right mastoid was always ipsilateral to the second click of
each pair.

The left mastoid served as ground.

Ongoing EEG

activity was filtered (300-1000 Hz) and then amplified by a
factor of 900,000.

The EEG activity was monitored visually

with an oscilloscope so that averaging could be halted when
muscle Or Movement artifact was observed.
Amplified physiological signals were led to the
computer during a sampling epoch of 28.8 msec from the onset
of each stimulus replication.

The responses to 1000 presen

tations of a single click and a pair of clicks were summed
and stored with a resolution of 54 ^sec per point.

The mean

response to a set of single clicks was subtracted from the
mean response to the subsequent click pairs.

This procedure

yielded a derived response to the second click of the pair,
which was free from artifact induced by the response to the
first click of the pair.

Figure 2 illustrates a set of. mean

responses and the corresponding derived response to the
second click, along with a schematic representation of the
associated stimulus pattern.

The mean responses and the

derived responses were stored on flexible disk media for
off-line analysis.
The latency of Wave V, and Waves I and III when
present, was measured by positioning a cursor on the
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Schematic illustration of the stimulus pattern
and associated responses for one subject — S =
single click. P = click pair. P-S = derived
response obtained by subtracting the response
obtained for the single click from that obtained
for the paired clicks.
Stimulus level was 60 dB
nHL. The interstimulus interval for the paired
clicks was 2 msec.
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appropriate peaks of the derived or single-click responses.
Latencies and amplitudes were measured at the point of
maximum positive amplitude, or at a relative maximum imme
diately preceding the sharp negative-going potential fol
lowing the wave, depending on which point was most consistent
for a given subject.

The computer also provided an ampli

tude value for the point at which the cursor was located.
The amplitude of the individual waves was expressed as the
difference in voltage between the point at which latency was
determined and the subsequent relative minimum in the re
sponse waveform.
A standard latency was calculated for each subject
by determining the mean latency for all responses to single
clicks presented to the right ear.

The mean standard laten

cies and the mean latencies at each interstimulus interval
were calculated for the group.

As response amplitude was

more variable than response latency within a recording
session, the amplitude of the derived response at each ISI
was compared to that for the immediately preceding single
clicks, rather than an average of all single.clicks. Ampli
tude at each ISI was then expressed as a percentage of the
associated single click response amplitude.

RESULTS
Response' to Single Clicks
The ABR’s obtained in response to the single clicks
were typical of those reported previously.
latencies for the group were as follows:

Average response
Wave I, 2.11 msec

(SD = .15 msec); Wave III, 4.17 msec (SD = .23 msec); and
Wave V , 5:94 msec (SD - .25 msec)were ;

Mean interwave intervals

V-I, 3.83 msec; V-III, 1.77 msec; III-I, 2.06 msec.

The amplitude of all response components was more variable
than latency, both within and between subjects.

The ampli

tude of Wave V was generally greater than that of the other
components.

Waves 1 and H I were not always identifiable.

Wave V amplitude ranged from 78 to 328 nV.

Wave III ampli

tude ranged from 4 to. 211 nV and Wave I from 77 to 32 8 nV.
Recovery from Prior. Stimulation of
the Same Ear
The latency of all response components was prolonged
maximally at the shortest ISI (2 msec).

The mean increase

of Wave V latency was 1.29 msec at this ISI.

Wave III

latency increased by 1.24 msec and Wave I by 0.65 msec.
Latency of all components decreased as ISI increased, and
appeared to have recovered fully at an ISI of 12 msec.
was true for all subjects.

This

The responses for one subject at

each ISI are shown in Figure 3.
20

The mean latency values and
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Responses obtained from one subject following
prior ipsilateral stimulation — The numerals
adjacent to each response correspond with the
interstimulus interval for that response. The
response to a single click stimulus is identi
fied with an S, Stimulus level was 60 dB nHL,
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standard deviations for the group for Waves I, III, and V
at each ISI are presented in Figure I
Interwave intervals were computed.

Results indi

cated that the interval between Waves I and V was increased
by 0.59 msec, and the interval between I and III was in
creased by 0.59 msec, at a 2 msec ISI. .No change was noted
in the V-III interval over the range of ISI’s studied. As
with absolute latency, the V-I and III—I interwave intervals
decreased as ISI increased.

The interwave intervals

appeared to be fully recovered at an ISI of 12 msec.

The

mean interwave intervals are depicted as a function of ISI
in Figure 5.
The amplitude of all response components was quite
variable.

However, the mean amplitude values for the group

.suggested that, except at ISI = 2 msec, amplitude was not
adversely affected by prior stimulation, and in some cases
was actually increased. A tendency toward reduced amplitude
was observed for Waves I and V at a 2 msec ISI.

In three

subjects, amplitude at this interval was reduced so much
that the configuration of the response was severely
deteriorated.

Wave I was discernible in only one subject

at this ISI.

At all other intervals, mean amplitude values

for all components were greater (103 to 149%) than their
respective standard amplitudes.

However, variability was

great (SD ranging from 25 to 89%).

The trend toward in

creased amplitude was not consistent across ISI for
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Group mean latency of individual response
components after prior ipsilateral stimulation
— Inter-stimulus intervals are noted on the
abscissa. The response latency for a single
click stimulus is indicated by the S. Symbols:
Star-Wave I; Circle-Wave III; Square-Wave V.
The vertical lines show the standard deviations
associated with each data point.
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Group mean interpeak intervals after prior
ipsilateral stimulation — These interval data
are based on the latency data illustrated in
Figure 4. Symbols: Star-Wave V-III interval;
Circle-Wave III-I interval; Square-Wave V-I
interval.
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individual s u b j e c t s F i g u r e s

6,

7, and 8illustrate mean

amplitude values for Waves I, III, and V, and their
standard deviations.

,

Recovery from Prior Stimulation of
the Contralateral Ear
Stimulation of the contralateral ear did not affect
the latency of any of

the ABR components at any ISI. The

responses at each ISI

for one subject are shown in Figure 9.

"'Mea;h: latency values varied from the Standard latency values
by no more than 0.14 msec at any ISI (see Figure 10).
Amplitude of the response components was highly variable,
but a trend of amplitude enhancement was observed.

This

trend toward increased amplitude was somewhat greater than
that observed with monotic stimulation (72 to 285%).

It

should be noted that the standard amplitudes for the dichotic presentation represent contralaterally recorded
responses, while the second click responses were recorded
ipsilaterally.

This recording difference could"account at

least partially for the apparent increase in second click
amplitude.

Again, standard deviations were quite large,

ranging from 31 to 72%.

Mean amplitude values and standard

deviations for Waves III and V are depicted in Figures 11
and 12, respectively.

Amplitude of Wave I is not included,

as it was observed in only one subject at one ISI.
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Group mean amplitude of Wave I after prior
ipsilateral stimulation — The amplitude is
expressed as a percentage of the Wave I
amplitude for the single click stimulus used to
obtain the derived response.
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Group mean amplitude of Wave III after prior
ipsilateral stimulation -- The amplitude is
expressed as a percentage of the Wave III
amplitude for the single click stimulus used to
obtain the derived response.
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Group mean amplitude of Wave V after prior
ipsilateral stimulation — The amplitude is
expressed as a percentage of the Wave V
amplitude for the single click stimulus used to
obtain the derived response.
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Group mean latency of individual response
components after prior contralateral stimula
tion — Interstimulus intervals are noted on
the abscissa. The response latency for a
single click stimulus is indicated by the S.
Symbols: Star-Wave I; Circle-Wave III; SquareWave V. The vertical lines show the standard
deviations associated with each data point.
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Group mean amplitude of Wave III after prior
contralateral stimulation —
The amplitude is
expressed as a percentage of the Wave III
amplitude for the single click stimulus used
to obtain the derived response.
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Group mean amplitude of Wave V after prior
contralateral stimulation — The amplitude is
expressed as a percentage of the Wave V
amplitude used for the single click stimulus
used to obtain the derived response.

DISCUSSION

Results of this study indicate that latency of the
ABR recovers from prior ipsilateral stimulation by a single
click at ISI's no longer than 12 msec.

Kevanishvili and

Lagidze (1979), using a similar paired click paradigm, re
ported that ABR latency was not completely recovered by 10
'msec. 'The results'of this 'Study■suggest a somewhat faster
recovery time than do their results.

For Waves III and V,

the difference between the latency of their conditioning
and test responses is greater at 10 msec than is the com
parable measure at 8 msec in the present study (0.79 versus
0.24 msec for Wave III; 0.31 versus 0.20 msec for Wave V ) .
Procedural factors may account for these differences,
notably the use of binaural stimulation and response re
cording by Keyani.stivili and Lagidze.
The amplitude data obtained in this study must be
interpreted cautiously.

Although mean amplitude values

suggest an enhancement of response amplitude by prior
stimulation, no conclusions may be drawn from this informa
tion due to the large standard deviations.
esting that this trend was observed at all.

It is inter
If amplitude

enhancement did occur at times, this might lend -support to
a model of central transmission of impulses described by
Thornton and Coleman (1975).

They suggest that neural
33
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impulses may be recoded at different levels of the brainstem,
due to the convergence and divergence of nerve fibers.
Amplitude enhancement would be possible if this mechanism
were in effect.

Enhancement would probably not occur if

transmission of impulses followed a direct, one to one
pattern.
Recovery of response latency at such short ISI's
suggests that the adaptation effects observed with this pro
cedure are inherehtly different from those observed by
varying the rate of presentation of repetitive stimuli.
rate studies of Harkins et al.

(1979) and Hyde et al.

The

(1976)

reveal that ISI's greater than 30 msec are required for
recovery of ABR latency.
and Salamy et al.

Studies by Pratt and Sohmer (1976)

(1978) give no indication of recovery of

ABR latency or amplitude at rates as low as 10 per second,
which corresponds to an ISI of 100 msec.

The reason for the

difference in recovery time observed with a paired click
paradigm and with a rate paradigm must lie in the number of
stimuli presented.

The paired click paradigm investigates

the effects of prior stimulation by a single click, while
the rate paradigm may be reflecting a more long term effect.
This is supported by the work of Don et al.

(1977) , who

found that Wave V latency increased for subsequent clicks
within a 20 click train burst, reaching an asymptotic value
by the fourth or fifth click.

The final value was equal to
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the latency measured for an equivalent continuous rate of
100 per second.
,

The absolute and interwave latency values obtained

in this study suggest that the adaptation effects occur at
both a peripheral and a central level.

Wave I latency in

creases necessarily reflect a peripheral mechanism.

The

increased V— I interval and III-I interval reflect the in
fluence of some central process.

As no change was noted in

the interval betwben III and -V, central effects must occur
prior to Wave III.

These results are consistent with those

of Harkins et al. (1979), who used a rate paradigm to study
the effects of interstimulus interval on the ABR.

They

obtained significant increases in Wave I latency and in the
V-I and V-II intervals, but not in the V-III interval.

In

contrast, Kevanishvili and Lagidze (1979) suggested the
presence of a central effect between III and V.

They re

ported a significant difference between the average latency
increase of the first three components at an ISI of 5 msec.
They reported a.similar, but statistically nonsignificant,
difference at an ISI of 10 msec.

As mentioned previously,

the presence of both peripheral and central effects has been
supported by several other rate studies (Hyde et al.., 1976;
Pratt and Sohmer, 1976).
Stimulation of the contralateral ear did not affect
any of the ABR components studied, indicating a lack of
binaural interaction in terms of adaptation.

Don et al.
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(1976), using, a rate paradigm,.also failed to find any
evidence of binaural interaction for adaptation effects.
They found no difference between the latencies of the first
and final clicks in a 20 click train burst, when clicks #2
through #19 were delivered to the contralateral ear.

The

lack of binaural interaction is surprising in view of
Buchwald and Huang's (1975) report of binaural interaction
from diotic stimulation for

in cats. ■ They compared the

ABR produced by binaural stimulation to. the sum of the ABR's
produced by stimulation of each ear separately.

The

apparent contribution of crossed fibers to the ABR in man
(Achor, 1976; Picton et al., 1974) would also lead one to
expect some binaural interaction for adaptation effects.
The term adaptation has been used here to refer to
the altered response characteristics of the auditory system
following initial stimulation.

The primary response altera-

tion observed in this study was an increase in latency.

It

must be kept in mind, however, that such latency changes are
not necessarily related to the phenomenon of loudness
adaptation.

In fact, the term adaptation implies an exclu

sively neural phenomenon when used bin reference to changes
in perceived loudness.

The adaptation effects demonstrated

in this study were not restricted to central mechanisms.
Don et al. (1977) describe three mechanisms which
might underlie latency changes produced by decreasing ISI:
(1) the absolute refractory period of neural elements,

(2)
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changes in synaptic transmission, and (3) receptor adapta
tion or fatigue.

They suggest that the absolute refractory

period of nerve fibers (1 to 2 msec) is too short to account
for latency shifts at ISI's of 10 msec and greater,

Don et

al. cite the lack of binaural interaction as evidence
against central synaptic changes.
compute interwave intervals.

However, they did not

The results of this investiga

tion do not exclude the possibility of synoptic delays, as
latency increases did occur for response components assumed
to originate central to the cochlea.
creases did not occur after Wave III.

These latency in
This suggests that

either delays are restricted to the first few synapses, or
that the components of the response do not reflect the
successive activation of the brainstem nuclei.
Don et al.

(1977) believe that latency increase

probably reflects receptor adaptation or fatigue.
increases observed for Wave. I support this idea.

Latency.
Legouix

an d .Pierson (.1973) describe possible short term fatigue
processes in the cochlea which are represented by changes
in cochlear microphonic amplitude.
Desynchronization of neural firing.could also pro
duce latency shifts (Don et al., 1977; Kevanishvili and
Lagidze, 1979).

Peak latency represents either the modal

latency value of individual fibers, the latency of the
strongest component, or a combination of the two.

Desyn

chronization would cause a broadening and flattening of the
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response, and a consequent shift in the peak.

Kevanishvili

and Lagidze (1979) believe that such desynchronization is
the cause of latency and amplitude changes they observed
following initial stimulation.

They propose an adaptation

model which predicts the effects of desynchronization on the
amplitude and latency of the various components of the ABR.
They make an assumption that the number of neurons firing
remains constant.

This model accounts for the successive

increases'in latency they observed for Successive waves.
Another possible cause of latency prolongation is
suggested in a study by Don and Eggermont (1978) .

They

derived the contributions of various portions of the
cochlear partition to the click evoked potential with the
use of high pass masking.

They discovered that frequency

regions as low as 425 Hz contribute to Wave V, as low as
1000 Hz to Waves II and III, and as low as 2000 Hz to Wave I.
The latency of the ABR increases as the frequency of each
contributing region decreases.

Increases of up to 4 msec

were observed for Wave V in one subject.

It is possible

than an initial click stimulus prohibits that high frequency
portion of the cochlear partition which it stimulates from
responding again immediately, as in a "forward-masking"
process.

The response to a subsequent click might therefore

be generated by more apical portions of the cochlea and have
a proportionately longer latency.

Don and Eggermont ob

served that Wave V amplitude increased for more apical
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regions of the cochlea«

As this was not true for the

earlier waves, the authors- suggested the possibility that
the cochlear partition may be represented differently in
the early and late waves.

If a "forward-masking" mechanism

as described above were the source "of some of the latency
shift observed with prior stimulation, perhaps the trend of
amplitude enhancement observed in the present study could
reflect the contribution of more apical portions of the
cochlear partition.
Coats, Martin, and Kidder (1979) reported that the
V-I interval decreased as the

center frequency of their

filtered click Cone third octave band width) stimuli de
creased.

They proposed that this phenomenon argues against

the ABR reflecting the sequential activation of nuclei in
the brainstem.

Their results

results of the present study,

are consistent with the
in that the latency of the

early and late waves behaved differently.. The data, obtained
by Don and Eggermont (1978) and by Coats et al. (1979),
along with, the interwave interval information obtained in
this study, indicate the need for further investigation
into the nature and source of the ABR.
The findings of the present investigation are con
sistent with the following conclusions;
1,

Recovery of the latency of ABR components from prior
monotic single-click stimulation is complete within
a 12 msec interval.
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2.

Wave I latency changes, which are- thought to reflect
peripheral processes, correspond with only about
one-half of the latency shifts observed for later
ABR components.

3.

The recovery of Wave V latency from prior monotic
stimulation is predicted by the latency character
istics of Wave III.

This suggests that structures

caudal to the presumed generator site(s) for Wave V
may dictate 'the Wave V response characteristics in
an intact brainstem.
4.

There appears to be no binaural interaction asso
ciated with the -paired-stimulus paradigm.

This

implies that responses elicited by monotic stimula. tion may be insensitive to anomalies restricted to
one side of the auditory brainstem neuraxis rostral
to the region of convergence of electrical activity
from the cochlear nuclei.
5.

The tentative finding of increased ABR amplitude
subsequent to prior stimulation requires verifica
tion, but is consistent with the suggestion of
multiple generator sites for the designated ordinal
sequence of waves encountered in the intact
auditory system.
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Summary
'
■ .
Recovery of the ABR from prior stimulation by a .
single click may be studied using a paired click stimulus
paradigm.

Recovery from prior ipsilateral stimulation

appears to be complete by 12 msec.

This finding suggests

that the ABR recovery function for single clicks is dif
ferent from that for rapid repetitive stimulation.

Prior

st.imulation of the contralatera 1 ear does not affect the
response.

The mechanisms underlying latency shifts asso

ciated with prior stimulation are unknown, although earlier
components of the ABR appear to be affected differently than
the later components.
Study of ABR recovery functions may provide insight
into physiological adaptation and fatigue processes. Re/
covery functions should be further explored as a diagnostic
tool.

They may eventually provide an objective measure of

abnormal adaptation in pathological ears.
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